
METRIC  E SURE ENTS A 1
Choose an appropriate standard metric unit to make the following
measurements:

1. Mass of caffeine in one energy drink     or 5
2. Mass of a person
3. Mass of a slice of cheese 3
4. Volume of a sample of acid for a chemistry experiment  o L
5. Volume of a bathtub L_

Answer the following questions:
3'   ci

6. Identify the following data as quantitative or qualitative:
a. 25 m b. blue color c. 7.3 ml_ ' d. cold ,

c  ii\\  p

7. Which of the following would be a derived unit? Can be more than one
a. L ®g/mL c. cm ®cm3 (e )m/s2

8. A handbook gives the density of calcium as 1.54 g/cm3. Through
lab calculations, a student calculates the density to be 1.25 g/cm3.
Calculate the student s percent error.
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SCIENTIFIC NOTATION A 2
Convert numbers in ordinary (regular) notation to scientific notation.
Convert numbers in scientific notation to ordinary notation.

9. 985,000 Us x' 5

10. 8.99 x lO-2 o.oE 
11. 0.000087 2. 7 X ID5
12. 2.95 x 103 2250
13. 8.845 8, 2WS  io 

14. 5.443 x 104 57750
. . -Z

15. 0.0232 1.32 X1D

16. 1.97 x 10-6 o. oooool



METRIC EQUALITIES   3
Write an equality for the following metric unit pairs:

17. m and cm

18. kl_ and L

19. s and ms

20. g and dag

21. cm and mm

22. mg and g

I (Y\ = 100cm

| |< L - I ooo L
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100 - lcla0

I Q  , - iomm
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PRECISION AND ACCURACY A 4 sameasB4
Answer the following questions:

23. The density of water is 1.00 g/mL at 25 °C. The following data was
collected by two groups of students. Compare the following data on the
density of water at 25°C and answer the following questions.

GROUP DATA (g/mL) AVERAGE (g/mL)

ONE 0.982 , 1.011, 0.976, 1.024 0.998

TWO 0.982, 0.980, 0.981, 0.983 0.982

a. Which group is more accurate?

b. Which group is more precise? Z
24. Four students used the same ruler to measure the length of the same

pencil. The actual length of the pencil was 15.85 cm. Write four sets of
data that would represent each of the following:

a. data that is accurate and precise measurements
I Z IS   c o i 5   ioCfn l(Z S /n

b. data that is inaccurate and imprecise measurements
I  lc/  15  ClS<m |L|,ctl c   (b lO / 

c. data that is inaccurate and precise measurements

14,ISc  HHc/n IS.Mcrfi \ H. IS



METRIC MEASUREMENTS B 1
Choose an appropriate standard metric unit to make the following
measurements:

1. Height of the Transco Tower in Houston C 
2. Distance from Katy to NYC  r 
3. Length of your arm c v  ordno
4. Time required to snap your fingers
5. Time in one lunar cycle  \s or

Answer the following questions:

,d
6. Identify the following data as quantitative or qualitative

a. 13 kg b. short c. 5.3 s d. little

7. Which of the following would be a derived unit? Can be more than one
b. g (E  J/g °C c. kg (cL)m3 (e )m/s

8. A handbook gives the density of magnesium as 1.74 g/cm3.
Through lab calculations, a student calculates the density to be
1.25 g/cm3. Calculate the student s percent error.
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SCIENTIFIC NOTATION B 2
Convert numbers in ordinary (regular) notation to scientific notation.
Convert numbers in scientific notation to ordinary notation.

9. 65,510 Q  S\   lo''

10. 2.55 x IQ 5 0.00003.65

11. 200 2  liY
12. 7.9998 x 102 7  9.T?
13. 0.000002 X ix  
14. 4.008 x 10-2 O-OHCO?
15. 0.0011 I-! Xio3
16. 9.999 x 107 S o oo



METRIC EQUALITIES 
Write an equality for the following metric unit pairs:

17. L and cl 1 L - iqgcL

18. mL and L \ ooo L   I 1_

19. cm and m \OOC  - l   T

20. ms and s 10OO  oS ~ \s

21. eg and mg \ C O) - lonr\3
22. hl_ and L \h _- ' o\_

PRECISION AND ACCURACY B 4 sameasA4 
Answer the following questions: \

23. The density of water is 1.00 g/mL at 25 °C. The following data was collected
by two groups of students. Compare the following data on the density of
water at 25°C and answer the following questions.

GROUP DATA (g/mL) AVERAGE (g/mL)

ONE 0.982 , 1.011, 0.976, 1.024 0.998

TWO 0.982, 0.980, 0.981, 0.983 0.982

a. Which group is more accurate?

b. Which group is more precise?

24. Four students used the same ruler to measure the length of the same pencil.
The actual length of the pencil was 15.85 cm. Write four sets of data that
would represent each of the following:

a. data that is accurate and precise measurements

b. data that is inaccurate and imprecise measurements

c. data that is inaccurate and precise measurements



Challenge:

1. Write an equality for the following metric unit pairs:

a. Gg and kg I - I XlO    
b. ng and eg
c.  g and eg
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2. An object has a mass of 51.36 mg. How many Tg is this? Write your
answer in scientific notation. I t i , , n
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Challenge: O/OSljb   g, I 3  no I 

1. Write an equality for the following metric unit pairs:

a. Gg and kg
b. ng and eg
c.  g and eg

2. An object has a mass of 51.36 mg. How many Tg is this? Write your
answer in scientific notation.

Challenge:

1. Write an equality for the following metric unit pairs:

a. Gg and kg
b. ng and eg
c. pg and eg

2. An object has a mass of 51.36 mg. How many Tg is this? Write your
answer in scientific notation.


